BOTANY BAY HASH
HOUSE HARRIERS
THE CONVICT HASH
RUN:
1664
DATE:
30th July 2018
HARE:
The Claus’s Christmas Catering Cantering Caper
LOCATION: Alexandria
RECEDING HARELINE
Run

Date:

Hare

Run Details

On On

1665

6/8/18

Goon

Maroubra Junction Hotel
1/195-199 Maroubra Road
Maroubra

Same

“Once upon a time,
parking was so much
easier at Maroubra
Junction”
1666

13/08/18

Committee
(PIG)

Captain Cook Hotel
33-35 Kent Street
MILLERS POINT

MILLERS POINT
(The Rocks)

1667

20/8/18

Loan Arranger

TBA

TBA

1668

27/8/18

Taxing

TBA

TBA

1669

3/9/18

HARE NEEDED

HARE NEEDED

HARE NEEDED

1670

10/9/18

HARE NEEDED

HARE NEEDED

HARE NEEDED

1671

17/9/18

Dirty Weekend

1672

24/9/18

Bingo

St George Tavern
Rockdale

Bingo celebrates 20 years of Hashing
with B2H3

1673

1/10/18

Bowerbird

Gymea

Gymea Chinese

1674

8/10/18

Holeproof

In The Shire

Home Cater

1675

15/10/18

1676

22/10/18

Venus

Caringbah

TBA

1677

29/10/18

1678

5/11/18

1679

12/11/18

1680

19/11/18

1681

26/11/18

1682

3/12/18

1683

10/12/18

Brengun

McMahons Point
Joint Run with Northside H3

Brengun Towers
McMahons Point

There are still a few B2H3 Members who have NOT
set a run this year and then there are others who
have set MULTIPLE runs this year, let’s balance out
the statistics!
To those that have NOT set a run please volunteer NOW!
and thank you to those who have set a run or runs!
Plenty of help available if you need it to set a run! Please contact PIG now!
Please advise HOLEPROOF what date you have chosen so as you can see your name in
the trash and on the Website!
“Sorry HOLEY I couldn’t
find my Christmas outfit!”

“Twins?”
“Made of tinsel
no doubt?”

“Ready to run? I
don’t think so!”

“Oh shit! I forgot it was a Christmas run!”

“I am! I always
enjoy HOLEY’s
runs!”

“No tinsel decorations, the girls took it all
down! Bah Humbug! Said it looked tacky!”

“Very scary doing all that
decorating!”

“No! PSEUDO wants to
take our photo first!”

“I wish I had a hat like SANDRA DEE’s!”

“I would give it to you but
I think HOLEPROOF is
watching!”
“Wake up JJ PSEUDO’s
taking our photo!”

“Hi Ho Hi
Ho it’s off
to the Park
I go!”

PSEUDO was very quick to
head out of the Pub ahead of
the pack tonight saying ‘I have
to get to the bucket and start
brewing the brew!’ What’s he
up to was the question?
After a brief “chalk talk” from
me warning about the ‘pink’ arrows out
there, BINGO called the pack to head out
of the Pub into the streets of Alexandria
and Erskineville. I left JJ and RABBIT in the pub with detailed maps to point any late
comers in the right direction, as I needed to get to the bucket ASAP to find out
what PSEUDO was up to! JJ said “I know this area well HOLEPROOF no need for
maps!” Really? After explaining that the bucket was NOT where she was pointing I
hobbled out in search of Pseudo and his cooking! As I hobbled down Ashmore
Street towards the bucket I faced a barrage of barking coming from a car parked
nearby as its’ owner struggled to contain the ‘beast’ who obviously was not
accustomed to a “Christmas” apparition, with noisy bells on her shoes and waving
a decorated walking stick! Who owned this ‘savage’ beast? It was MERKIN, who
had left poor BRAZILLION to wrestle with the family pet whilst he strolled off to the
pub to get changed for the run.

I asked MERKIN would he like a map of the run and he said “No, I will run backwards thanks
HOLEPROOF” Mmmm? “It is only going through Sydney Park anyway isn’t it?” he asked. “No” I replied
‘The run goes nowhere near the Park!” With that he ran up the street trying to catch up with
BRAZILLIAN and the aforementioned family pet, not to be sighted again until the bucket!
“Is this my favourite dip
HOLEY?”

“It sure is
SQUAW,
made
especially for
you!”

When I reached the spot where the bucket was
to be held PSEUDO had been very busy
‘cooking’ up a brew of Mulled Wine which sent
wonderful aromas waffling around the streets
of Alexandria. I set up some nibblies and before
long the hungry, thirsty pack started arriving
back at the bucket
“I love coming to a B2H3 run, red bubbles,
mulled wine and great nibblies!”

“Love this mulled wine,
smells wonderful and
tastes delicious!”

Soon SNIFFER called circle up and the
evening rituals got underway starting off
with the usual history lesson.
The past two weeks I, the Scribe, have not
researched some interesting history to put
in the trash but this week, seeing as I was the Hare, I decided to include a history lesson re the Parkview
Hotel for your enjoyment.
“Who would have thought that
Alexandria’s Parkview Hotel
was once one of Sydney’s
toughest pubs, the haunt of
hard drinking men, frequented
by members of the notorious
razor gangs that plagued the
inner-city suburbs? Sounds
the perfect venue for a Hash
On On! This small, cosy corner
pub, established in 1898, has a
violent past, where in the
1920s the bar room floor was

1930

described in one newspaper story as looking like a slaughter house floor after a man had his throat
slashed in a razor attack. The pub’s first host regularly fronted Redfern Courthouse charged with
adulterating his rum and whiskey. While this would repel most civilised pub drinkers, the Parkview had
many more reasons for customers to look elsewhere for a beer or two. During the 1920s, gangs – known
as ‘pushes’ – fought bloody battles on the streets of Sydney’s inner-suburbs, regularly meeting at the
hundreds of corner pubs scattered throughout the city. The ‘Alexandria Push’ often could be found at
the Parkview, and as early as 1926, a patron had his throat slashed in a brawl in its bar
Attempts were made to have a pub opened on the corner of Mitchell Road and Harley Street at
Alexandria as early as 1880 with surrounding residents successfully preventing a license being granted,
opposite the popular cricket and football ground, known as Erskineville Oval, for many years. It wasn’t
until 1898 that a man with influence was able to persuade the authorities that the “requirements of the
neighbourhood” required a pub. He was James Roche, an alderman elected to Redfern Council in 1895.
Roche was granted a license for the Parkview Hotel on July 25 1898.
Not surprisingly the surrounding residents, who had fought a long battle to prevent a pub opening in
their neighbourhood, were not too pleased with its opening, and an appeal was lodged against Roche’s
license in October 1898.
The residents argued that four applications had been previously made for the pub, two of which had
been withdrawn, and two refused. Since the last refusal there had been no alteration to the building, or
increase in the population of the district. It seems Roche, being a Redfern Council alderman, knew the
right people, and the residents’ appeal failed.
Over the 12 years Roche was licensee at the Parkview he was a regular visitor to the courts for breaching
liquor laws. He first fronted the courts in April 1899 when he was convicted of trading outside of hours.
Tragedy struck the publican in 1901 when his wife, Bridget, died. The following year he was fined 20
shillings, plus £1 6s 6d costs for each charge of selling under-proof rum and whiskey to his customers The
lesson, it seems was never learnt as eight years later he was again before the magistrate on similar
charges. This time though he was slammed with a much heftier fine after tests proved that his brandy
was 32.2 per cent underproof, having 9½ per cent of added water; his whiskey was 30.8 per cent
underproof, by the addition of 7¾ per cent of added water, and his rum was 29.7 underproof with 7¼
per cent of added water. For each offence Roche was fined in February 1910, £2 with 6s costs, and half
the fines were ordered to go to the Police Reward Fund.

RUN REPORTER:

“HOLEY’s run
had everything!”

HANNIBAL was called upon, after a glowing
recommendation from the TM, to report and score on the
run. After a story peppered with references to pussies,
fluff and all things feline HANNIBAL awarded me,
HOLEPROOF, 9.99 for setting the run. PIG’S run report
arrived today (Tuesday) and follows here:
Run No: 1664 Date: 30th July 2018
HOLEPROOF and PSEUDO
Chrissy in July Run Alexandria
It was the night before Christmas, (actually almost six
months early) when a good pack gathered at the Parkview
Hotel, which actually happens to be opposite Erskineville
Oval. Such an inventive name, nothing like the Hash name
mentioned by DUNDEE, PENIS FLY TRAP! Maybe CUTTHROAT PARK, MURDER ALLEY etc (the old razor gang of
old would have hung around all of these areas) my Mum
lived in Paddo and knew some of them. Not a woman to
be messed with my mum!
HOLEY was very pleased to see me so she could explain
the trail, 260 checks and 40 on backs I was told made up
the run, it took her three weeks to set! I understand she

sticks the chalk to the bottom of her walking stick to make the arrows as it too hard to bend over, the
truth is she does not trust PSEUDO when in this vulnerable position.
On on was called by our ever reliable BINGO, and out onto the street and across the road to Cut Throat
Park, and the first check and on back, all within 100m of the pub! SLOTCARD looked longingly back at the
pub to see if she had made it 250m from the start of the run so she could call it a night and hit the
bucket! Bugger she said and continued on. Up the only 5 steps HOLEPROOF could find on the run, back
down the steps and up Ashmore Street where every side street had a check. This made everyone very
wary about checking from this point on. At the end of Ashmore the trail went up a long on back along
Bridge Street. There was a bit of confusion back at Ashmore, do we go up this lane way or that lane way
or maybe across the street? GOON and BLONDIE, being the troopers they are, found trail and off again
went the pack up the well lit laneway only to be confronted with a wire fence. PIG and SLOPS almost
took a double take as it looked like a prison exercise yard but all was well. The trail doubled back on
itself and ventured under the train line into Macdonald Street. Several more checks had the pack
spreading out again, but the nice false trail along Rochford Street slowed the front runners. GOON and
HANNIBAL, fresh from his previous check, caught up and found trail close by in the direction of where
the pack had gone. A quick jog up to Swanson Street where HANNIBAL had found the trail and was off
calling the pack forward. Thinking the
“I hope HOLEY remembers her hat is made of paper
pack was now gone and would surely
and does not tip the down down on her head!”
split up they followed HOLEPROOF’s well
laid trap down the foot path following
“HOLEY certainly
the train line. I didn’t go down there as
drinks quickly!”
the pack was way ahead. I sent GOON,
whose knees are a bit wonky, and SIR
LES, who is still in shock about the Tigers
loss, down the real trail while I waited for
the pack to return. Down Railway Parade
with a further check, the pack now
smelling a rat at every check needed
some convincing to go into Clara Street.
Grewsome convinced the pack to venture
in, this happened to be a great Mad
Woman’s Loop, well named seeing it was
HOLEPROOF who set the run, and back
onto Railway Parade, into Henderson
Lane and Monks Lane (didn’t see any Monks or Thai football teams). The pack was off again then
they gathered at Copeland Street looking for trail. To keep the pack together still more I set a false trail
and off we went but unfortunately the FRB caught wind of my ruse as they could not see any arrows so
the game was up and back we went onto the real trail. Skirting the Noble Harry Reserve we were back
on the out trail back to the bucket.
A very well set trail, kept the pack together and some new laneways and steps to explore.
HANNIBAL was called upon to give the run report in his true eloquent style which normally you have to
pay at least $1,000/ hr to hear him wax lyrical and here we are getting to hear him included in our
annual bucket fees! HANNIBAL awarded HOLEPROOF 9.99/10 for her efforts.
Well done HOLEPROOF and PSEUDO
On On PIG Scribe’s note: A slight exaggeration re the number of checks and on backs! 26 checks and 4 on backs
was the correct statistic, but thank you PIG!

VISITORS:
Two visitors joined us tonight, BRAZILLIAN and BRENGUN. Welcome to you both! BRENGUN protested
that he should not be a visitor anymore as he has kindly put his hand up to set a run for us on 10th
December! Unless you join YOU ARE STILL A VISITOR but we look forward to your run and are very happy
to take your visitors fee every week! Unfortunately our photographer PSEUDO was otherwise engaged
so no photos tonight of our very welcome visitors.

PRICKETTE OF THE WEEK NOMINATIONS:
GRENADE→ BINGO for using a Hula Hoop so much that she did her
neck in!
DUNDEE → BINGO for being so
good at ‘Hula Hooping’ and he
agrees wholeheartedly with
the inappropriate use shown
here which he demonstrated
without a hoop but we got the
gist of what he implied!
GOON → BRAZILLIAN for
bringing along the family pet
instead of MERKIN’s running
shoes. This was not true, the real story being that when the family
pet was denied chomping on MS CLAUS, as she noisly hobbled past him just after the start of the run, he
ate MERKIN’s shoes instead!
DUCK → BINGO for saying to him on the run “Look there’s HANNIBAL up ahead” when it was not
HANNIBAL at all but SQUATTING SQUAW

PRICK OF THE WEEK NOMINATIONS:
JJ → SLOPS for losing his wallet and after looking everywhere gave up, finished his washing and there
was his wallet in the washing tub with all his ‘smalls’!Phew! His money was still wet (and stinky) when
he paid for his beer at the pub!
HOLEPROOF → PSEUDO for leaving behind the very decorative, tasty, brandy laced, bite sized “christmas
puddings” HOLEPROOF had slaved away to make for the enjoyment of B2H3 at the bucket. Cries of “one
job, one job only” were once again heard from the angry members!

PRICKETTE and PRICK OF THE WEEK
“Ouch! this ring is too tight get it off!”

BINGO

PSEUDO
“Shut up you ungrateful prick
that’s your safe sex protection!”

Our photographer PSEUDO was so busy taking a selfie of himself, he missed BINGO’s
photo! I have found a previous Prickette of the Week shot of BINGO to keep the records
straight!

SNIFFER gave us an update on POWERHOUSE’s condition and he is doing okay
and is in the Prince of Wales recovering from his heart surgery. SANDRA DEE also spoke about having
visited POWERHOUSE and, being one of the two trained medical members in our midst, told us that his
recovery is going to be lengthy and, as he lives on his own, SANDRA DEE suggested that perhaps we
could set up a”roster” of helpers, if needed, to assist him when he is discharged! Great idea was the
consensus of the gathered Hashers and DUNDEE said “don’t worry we will organise it!” Thank you
SNIFFER and SANDRA DEE for your concern and also to DUNDEE for your offer.
Scribes note: If you have concerns/news regarding the health & wellbeing of past & present B2H3 members please let me
know & I will include it here. We should keep a close eye on our Hash family.If you have anything to contribute to this section
please advise Holeproof 0414 397 969 or Email: holeproof1940@hotmail.com

Once again I am asking for reports for the DREADED YEARBOOK, please read the list
below and please advise me if you intend to write one or have already put pen to
paper!
Your story will not be “edited” by me, only spell checked and formatted, so please do
not think I will change anything you contribute! My email is:
holeproof1940@hotmail.com
SUGGESTED FUNCTIONS and EVENTS
2017 AGPU
2017 Christmas Party at the BOWERS
2018 Pub Crawl
GOLDMARK’s birthday bash?
Camping in Bundeena?
Cabins walk in The Royal National Park
Weekend Away in The Lane Cove National Park
The Royal Wedding Party?
Gold Coast Marathon Weekend
Interhash etc.
Sutherland to Surf Received! Thank you RABBIT
Christmas in July
The Relay at Lightning Ridge
These are just a few suggestions and your report does not need to be an epic like War & Peace,
just a fun read! Remember my motto:
NEVER LET THE TRUTH GET IN THE WAY OF A GOOD STORY!

Thank you in anticipation of a flooded email in box!
CANNONMOUTH and BOWERBIRD have given us the information below for our perusal in the
anticipation that some of our members may like to join in. Looks like categories to suit all levels of
fitness! Have a read and think about it or talk to CANNONMOUTH or BOWERBIRD! Should be a fun day!

At our last Committee Meeting, Tuesday 24th July 2018 concerns were raised by
our Hash Cash VENUS re the excessive amount of money being outlaid on our
bucket each week. It was decided unanimously by the Committee members
present, being PSEUDO, VENUS, DISH, SNIFFER DOG, SQUATTING SQUAW and
HOLEPROOF, that previous B2H3 bucket arrangements would be applied to the
bucket again each week from Monday 30th July 2018. These arrangements are:
1. Bucket will not be opened until the ‘first’ runner comes in
2. Bucket will close immediately the RA calls ‘circle up’
3. “Roadies” will need to be paid for after the bucket closes
4. At home caters any further drinks after the bucket closes will be on a ‘pay as
you go’ deal. Thank you.
We wish all our members who are competing in this coming weekend’s Lightning Ridge Relay the best of
luck. We know you will be flying the B2H3 banner high and giving it your all! We look
forward to photos, stories and tales of heroism when you return! Have fun! Thank you to
SNIFFER DOG for taking on the job of organising everyone and to SIR LES for his great
poem.
Our “Devil’s Run number 1666 on Monday 13th August should be a very scenic run
with “A Bucket with a View”
PIG is our hare.
I drove into the city last week to make sure the Captain Cook Hotel were happy to have us there and they
remembered us from last time and said “Any friends of Stuart (MERKIN) are more than welcome here!”
Pre-ordering is NOT a requirement this time. The address is: 33-35 Kent Street Millers Point (above The
Rocks). Catch the train, bus or drive. Parking restrictions may apply in some spots!

MONTH

DATE
4th

EVENT
Sutherland Half Marathon
and Gala Day
Distances to
suit
everyone

11th

Pre City –to- surf

12th
13th

City to Surf
Run 1666
Captain Cook Hotel
AGPU

OCTOBER
27th
WATCH THIS SPACE
FLYER NEXT WEEK

WHERE
Lady Carrington Drive
Audley
See flyer or
Talk to
CANNONMOUTH or
BOWERBIRD
Woolloomooloo
Bell’s Hotel
City/Bondi
33-35 Kent Street
MILLERS POINT
SPORTING GLAMOUR
AND STYLE!

PSEUDO had served us all his wonderful brew of Mulled Wine at the bucket and he was inundated with
requests for the recipe. This recipe came
“Geez! I’m
originally from SANDRA DEE who has
sitting with a
generously given PSEUDO permission to pass
bunch of
it on. It is at the end of this Trash. Thank you
religious
SANDRA DEE and thank you PSEUDO for all
freaks!”
your help and patience with me as I plotted,
reccied and planned the Christmas in July
Run. Thank you too to VENUS, DISH and
SNIFFER for helping and providing so many
Christmas decorations. Between the four of
us we managed to come up with enough
decorations to decorate the upstairs
restaurant with style and flair The added
donation of Christmas Crackers by Josh from
the Pub made sure our tables looked
spectacular!!
When all of us, 35, finally sat in our seats our
fantastic Christmas roast dinners arrived. Such
big meals of either pork or lamb served with a
huge amount of baked and fresh vegetables,
gravy, mint and apple sauce, soon had us all
feeling very well fed! Before our dessert was
served two lucky door prizes were drawn, one
for a Harriette and one for a Harrier. VENUS
won the girlie gift and DUCK’s name was
eventually called out to claim the bloke’s gift.
Always a lot of fun lucky door prizes! As
GREWSOME said to me when I commented
that what a pity he did not win the prize “It’s
the anticipation HOLEY you MIGHT win that is
the fun!” Thanks to PSEUDO for providing the
bloke’s gift and to me for the girlie gift!
“Dessert? I hope we
can fit it in BLONDIE!”

“There’s a spare
dinner there
GRENADE!”

“Oh my God,
this crackling
is awesome!”

“Really? Mmm is
there crackling?”

“Don’t worry
DOC we will!”

“Keep your chins
up SLOTCARD!”

“GRENADE! You
just said CHINS
again this week!”

“Wow! look at
all this food!”

Everyone was well fed, and by the way, this Pub serves a baked dinner for $20 every Sunday. We were
all full of Christmas cheer but soon it was time to gather up our very corny Christmas Cracker jokes,
paper hats and head on home after a great Christmas in July Run. Thank you to everyone for joining in
the fun by dressing up and an extra thank you to all of you that stayed and helped us take down and
pack away our Christmas decos!
Thank you once again for the photos PSEUDO you do a great job each week making sure our runs are
well recorded! Here are a couple of extras that were taking BEFORE the run!
“I must get my
hearing checked!”

MULLED WINE RECIPE

B2H3 Mulled Wine.
After Holeproof’s B2H3 ‘Christmas-in-July’ 2018 run, many asked me how this concoction
was made. By request here’s the recipe I used. Thank you Sandra Dee for your excellent
Scottish guidance and recipe.
It is simple to do – but you need quite some time to get it right, in both preparation and in
the run-up to serving.
Ingredients:
Two 700ml bottles of Merlot. Jacobs Creek @c.$8 a bottle works well for this recipe.
One large(ish) Navel orange.
One packet of cloves.
Three cinnamon sticks.
A whisky glass of brandy. (I am told that rum also works).
One 700ml bottle of lemonade at room temperature.
Preparation:
Spike the orange with all the cloves, ‘pushed all the way in’. Leave the spiked orange
overnight on a saucer on the kitchen bench.
The next day:
Into a five litre saucepan pour all the wine and the brandy. Cut the spiked orange into four
pieces, retaining all the juice, and add all to the wine and brandy brew. Cut the cinnamon
sticks in half and add to the mix - do not worry if they unroll and split. Stir the mix well then
place the lid on the saucepan and leave for about six hours at room temperature.
An hour before serving time: Stir the mix. Gently add the bottle of lemonade – take care it
will fizz a lot. Place on heat and heat until it is simmering - bubbling will continue until the
lemonade’s gas is dissipated. DO NOT BOIL. Simmer for at least 40 minutes.
Serving: Using a soup ladle, transfer the hot Mulled Wine into cups. Into any cup you care
to use. Try to leave the solids in the saucepan.
Taxing enjoyed sucking a used orange quarter – take care with the juices – they stain!
Enjoy!! Makes about 40 serves. Residual alcohol percentage unknown.

Pseudo. 31st July, 2018.

YOUR 2017-2018 COMMITTEE
POSITION
GRAND MASTER
HASH CASH
RELIGIOUS ADVISER
HASH RAGS
HASH GROG
HASH SCRIBE
TRAIL MASTER

HASH NAME
PSEUDO
VENUS
SNIFFER DOG
DISH
SQUATTING SQUAW
LOAN ARRANGER
HOLEPROOF
PIG

NAME
BARRY SMITH
JENNI EKE
JAYNE BURNELL
ELIZABETH MADDEN
ALISON COX
PAT MONNOX
DAWN JUSTICE
MARK McCANN

Next week the run is from The Maroubra Junction Hotel 1/195-199 Maroubra
Road Maroubra.
The Hare is GOON.
See you there!

On On

Holeproof

Hash Scribe

To make my life easier please email to me any photos, articles etc., you would like included in the Trash,
no later than noon on the Wednesday after the Monday night’s Hash run. Thank you

